Circular

Library members were earlier requested to access Consortium for e-Resources in Agriculture (CeRA) by the undersigned but its use is nominal and Competent Authority has expressed displeasure on the issue. Hence, all library members of Central Library, Chatha are required CeRA profile to enhance its use for availing library facilities including circulation. Left out library members (faculty members, scientists and students), if any, shall contact Central Library, Chatha for creation of CeRA IDs.
Henceforth, creation of CeRA profile and minimum downloads/hits are mandatory for every library member.
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Copy to:
- All Officers of the University for circulation among units/divisions under their kind control for information to all.
- Nodal Officer, ICAR (SKUAST Jammu) for information.
- Nodal Officer, Data Centre, SKUAST Jammu for uploading on University website.
- All staff members of Central Library, Chatha.
- SVC for kind information of the Hon’ble Vice Chancellor.